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Abstract: In weakly coupled plasmas, it is common to describe the microfield using a Debye
model. We examine here an “artificial” ideal one-component plasma with an infinite Debye
length, which has been used for the test of line shape codes. We show that the infinite
Debye length assumption can lead to a misinterpretation of numerical simulations results,
in particular regarding the convergence of calculations. Our discussion is done within
an analytical collision operator model developed for hydrogen line shapes in near-impact
regimes. When properly employed, this model can serve as a reference for testing the
convergence of simulations.
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1. Introduction
The Spectral Line Shapes in Plamas Code Comparison Workshop (SLSP) [1] focuses on a set
of standardized physical problems to be addressed using codes from different research groups/labs.
Amongst these problems is the description of Stark line shapes with ion dynamics effects, referred
to as the cases “1” and “2” in the first (2012) and second (2013) editions of the Workshop. In order
to get a simple interpretation of what the codes effectively calculate, a set of idealizing assumptions
has been considered. For example, the electrons and the ions are assumed to move along straight path
trajectories and they produce unscreened Coulomb potentials (ideal plasma approximation). The purpose
of this paper is to show that the latter assumption raises a problem of consistency in the interpretation
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of “ab initio” numerical simulations, i.e., simulations that are free from physical approximations in the
evaluation of the plasma microfield and in the calculation of the atomic dipole autocorrelation function.
They commonly serve as a reference for testing other models. Although very convenient in practice (in
particular for programming purposes), the simulations can take a long time and become useless in the
case where a large amount of particles is required in the evaluation of the microfield. This occurs for
weakly coupled plasmas, when the Debye length is much larger than the mean interparticle distance.
A relevant strategy when performing a simulation is to take a box (either of a cubic, spherical, or
more complex shape) of characteristic size of the order of the Debye length (typically larger by a
factor of several units), which means that the number of particles can be very large in weakly coupled
plasma conditions. If the plasma is so weakly coupled that a calculation cannot be performed on a
reasonable time scale, the box size is reduced and the corresponding number of particles is adjusted
in such a way that a relevant statistical quantity (like the microfield probability density function or the
microfield autocorrelation function) is well reproduced within a few percents error bars. We suggest
that this procedure does not suffice to obtain reference profiles in the case of infinite Debye length.
The neglect of far perturbers may result in a significant underestimate of the line broadening if the
microfield is dynamic. Our discussion is based on the use of an analytical model for Stark broadening
in regimes such that the impact approximation is not far from being satisfied by the perturbers under
consideration (ions or electrons) [2,3]. We consider the Lyman  line broadened due to the electrons
only at N = 1017 cm 3 and T = 100 eV (subcase “1.1.3.1.1” of the 2013 SLSP), and we assume an
unscreened Coulomb electric field as required in the Workshop statement of cases.
2. A Collision Operator Model for the D !1 Limit
The plasma conditions yield a value of about 4  10 3 for the ratio bW /r0 between the Weisskopf
radius (bW = ~n2=mev, where n = 2 is the upper principal quantum number and v =
p
2T=me
is the electrons’ thermal velocity) and the mean interparticle distance (r0 = N 1=3), which
suggests that a collision operator may be used. The standard impact models for hydrogen (e.g.,
Griem et al. [4,5]) and their extensions (e.g., the Lewis cut-off [6] and the unified theory [7,8]) account for
particle correlations within a Debye screening model and, hence, are not compatible with the unscreened
electric field assumption (D !1) done in the subcase 1.1.3.1.1. This “artificial” setting of an infinite
Debye length requires a careful reconsideration of the role of far perturbers (weak collisions), in a more
general framework than that involved in the standard collision operator models. Recently, it has been
shown that the perturbers that effectively contribute to the line broadening are those which are located
at a distance smaller than v/, where  is the line’s characteristic width, because of the finite lifetime
of the emitter (see the discussions in [2,3]). This length may be interpreted as an upper cut-off in place
of the Debye length for our “artificial” Coulomb plasma. Applying the model reported in [2] to the
subcase 1.1.3.1.1 yields the following formula for the line shape
I(!) =
1

Re
1
 i! + (!) (1)
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where ! is the frequency detuning and where (!) is the collision operator taken in the bracket
h2; 1; 0j:::j2; 1; 0i (spherical base). The latter is given by fsee [2], Equation (A4), setting D !1g
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9g
8
p

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1A+ E1  ig!
u
!35 (2)
We have used here a system of units such that the Weisskopf radius bW and the thermal velocity v are
equal to unity; g = 4Nb3W=3 is the number of particles in the Weisskopf sphere, which is much smaller
than unity (namely, of the order of 2  10 7 here), and the quantityg! is defined as ! + i0 where
0  (! = 0) and  is an atomic physics factor of the order of unity. In our calculations we have
set  = 1. Like standard collision operators, (!) exhibits a decomposition into a strong collision part
(the first term of the right-hand side) and a weak collision part (the second term). It is worth noting that
Equation (2) does not provide a closed expression for (!), because of the presence of 0 (through
theg! term) in the error and exponential integral functions; instead, it implies an equation of the form
0 = F (0) where F is a nonlinear function. In [2], this equation was solved numerically by iterations
and it was shown that this method is quickly convergent.
3. Questioning the Validity of Simulations
Our Equation (1) applied to the subcase 1.1.3.1.1 leads to a line shape about twice larger than that
obtained from the simulation results that have been presented during the Workshop. These simulations
assume a finite box that contains several thousands of particles. According to the model, we suggest that
this deviation stems from the neglect of the far perturbers (i.e., those inside the v/ sphere but outside the
simulation box) in the simulations. It is quite difficult to test this argument by enlarging the simulation
box up to v/ because this would imply a very large number of particles, up to several billions. Instead,
we have modified our model [2] in such a way to account for a finite plasma sizeR. The general collision
operator formula accounting for finite Debye length f[2], Equation (A4)g has been used with the formal
substitution D  R.
Figure 1 shows an application to a cubic box of sizeR = 3400bW . The three plots correspond to (i) the
result of the model assuming finite R (referred to as “UTPP with box cut-off”); (ii) the model assuming
infinite R (“UTPP”); and (iii) a numerical simulation performed with our code [9]. The simulation
has been performed using about 2000 particles, which corresponds to the setting of R = 3400bW in
the plasma conditions associated with the subcase 1.1.3.1.1. The dipole autocorrelation function has
been evaluated assuming 5000 histories, with a time step of about 0:08 r0=v. The setting of a smaller
time grid yields no significant modification in the results. In order to get a dipole autocorrelation function
sufficiently close to zero at large times, we have taken 106 time steps. Our simulation (not presented at the
Workshop 2013 edition) is in agreement with the other simulation codes presented at the Workshop [10].
These codes also assumed several thousands of particles. As can be seen in the figure, the model
accounting for the box size yields a line shape that coincides with the simulation result (up to the
statistical noise), whereas the model that assumes infinite R yields a line shape about twice larger. The
setting of several thousands of particles in the simulations presented at the Workshop was supported by
the reproducibility of plasma statistical quantities (such as the microfield probability density function).
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However, this does not mean that all of the line broadening is taken into account. The line width has
a logarithmic dependence on R up to a threshold of the order of v/ (see Figure 2), which is much
larger than the box size considered in the simulations. This suggests that the simulations performed
at the workshop have not converged in the plasma conditions (subcase “1.1.3.1.1”) considered in our
investigation. Note, we cannot provide such a strong statement in other cases where our collision operator
model is not applicable; a (straightforward) convergence test should involve a plot of the simulated line
width in terms of R.
Figure 1. Hydrogen Lyman  line shape calculated according to the subcase 1.1.3.1.1. The
three plots correspond to (i) the result of the model assuming a finite box sizeR (dashed line);
(ii) the model assuming infinite R (solid line); and (iii) a numerical simulation (circles). The
second plot (solid line) serves as a reference. Keeping finite R results in an underestimate of
the line width.
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Figure 2. The collision operator at the line center (! = 0) is a weakly increasing function
of the box size R and saturates when R is of the order of 108. This roughly corresponds to
the value of v/ (see text).
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4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown that an artificial setting of an infinite Debye length in numerical
simulations requires a careful interpretation of the results. With an analytical model, we have shown
that the simulations may neglect a considerable amount of perturbers that effectively contribute to the
broadening; the deviations between the simulations and the analytical model are sufficiently large (up
to a factor of 2) so that they must deserve a special analysis. The ideal plasma conditions considered in
this work were motivated by the need of a physical model sufficiently simple so that line shape codes
results can be easily compared (SLSP Workshop). Our results suggest that this physical model is not
appropriate; a more relevant one should retain particle correlations within a Debye field. The analytical
line shape model used in our work is restricted to weakly coupled plasmas in conditions such that the
microfield evolves at a time scale much shorter than the time of interest. A further investigation should
focus on an extension able to account for more general cases, e.g., when the emitter suffers simultaneous
strong collisions (namely, when the ratio bW /r0 is significant).
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